Product Code: 40120
Colors: Black
•

Easy installation. Attaches to any
television in minutes.

•

Eliminates dust build up.

•

Reduces eye strain and fatigue. By
equalizing and eliminating the static field
between TV (+) and Viewer (-), airborne
dust and other contaminants are no
longer attracted to the user's eyes.

•

Full five year warranty.

•

Prolongs the life of the television. The
same static fields being generated from
the screen attract millions of dust
particles into the internal circuitry of the
television. Without the ClearView, this
decreases the life span of sensitive
electronic componentry.

•

Stabilizes color guns for brighter colors.

•

"Ernie" lights up as he eats static &
radiation.
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Installing the ClearView to Televisions
Congratulations on your decision to install a ClearView on your television. Installation requires about 10 minutes. For
best performance, follow instructions completely and in the order they are listed. If you have questions on installation
please call the ClearView Technical Assistance Hotline at: 1 -877-GND-ZERO (463-9376)
(1)
Turn OFF television and UNPLUG from
power outlet.

(2)
Place the Clearview (B) where you prefer.
Typically on top of the TV or entertainment
center.

(3)
Decide on the best location of the static
pickup (A) or (B) for your TV. Place the
pickup on plastic bevel or any flat
surface within 3" from the glass screen.
Make sure the the area is wide enough
to accommodate the pickup and that the
area is relatively clean. If necessary,
clean with rubbing alcohol to remove
polish build-up. Peel cover from
adhesive strip on pickup and press firmly
in place. Route remainder of cord under

(4)
IMPORTANT: To perform properly the ring
terminal must be grounded in one of the
following methods. (A) Carefully remove the
center screw of outlet face plate cover. DO
NOT remove cover. Place screw thru ring
terminal and replace face plate on outlet or
(B) slip ring terminal over third prong of a 3
prong plug and install to receptacle.

(5)
Remove solution and towelettes from
package. Liberally spray towelette with
spray and wipe glass, casing and pickup
thoroughly. Allow to dry for one minute,
then reapply. Polish streaks with dry lintfree towelette. Do not allow solution to
drip into vent holes of TV.

HELPFUL HINTS & OTHER INFORMATION
Warning: This device and the enclosed solution is not recommended for projection style television sets or
any set with plastic (rather than glass) screens. The majorities of televisions have a glass screen and are
NOT projection type sets.
1.

2.

To test that your ClearView is hooked up properly, turn on the television set while watching the LCD
area on the ClearView. The LCD ("Ernie") should display and fade off gradually. Keep in mind that
many televisions produce so much static that "Ernie" will stay lit or "cycle" off and on with changes in
the picture brightness or colors. This will not harm your ClearView in any way.
The solution plays a very big part in the exceptional performance of your ClearView system. The
solution will not wear out or burn off in the majority of installations. Fingerprints or smudges can
usually be removed by simply wiping with a dry towelette. In the event of more aggressive smudging
apply a few drops of our solution to towelette, clean off smudge and polish with dry towelette. USE
ONLY CLEARVIEW SPRAY TO CLEAN YOUR TV GLASS. DO NOT CLEAN WITH WATER or ANY
OTHER CLEANING SOLUTION OTHER THAN CLEARVIEW. In the event your screen receives
repeated smudging (sometimes the case with small children in the home), call your ClearView dealer
and request ClearView Spray.. .the convenient way to reapply.

Problems???
Q. The LCD flashes or doesn't come on at all...or...the LCD stays lit even when the TV is turned off!
A. Check to see if your ClearView is properly grounded. If properly attached to ground the problem may
be in the wiring of building or home. Call for technical assistance: (719) 676-3518.
Q. It used to work well, now !'m starting to see a bit of dust or feel some static...
A. Solution may have been removed... simply reapply. Additional ClearView solution may be purchased
from your ClearView dealer.

Method of Operation
A special conductive solution is supplied that renders the casing and glass of the monitor or television
"conductive." Unique pickup configurations and materials "find" this conductive path and pull the charges to
the collection unit. These charges are shared and controlled using a proprietary resistor bank and a custom
liquid crystal display. Portions of the charge are "used" while the remainder of the charge is "slowed" and
sent harmlessly to ground.

